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The term bankrupt stock denotes surplus unsold merchandise. Usually  wholesalers have such
stocks. If you are a wholesaler with such stocks then you would definitely want to dispose off the
same at the earliest so that you can utilize the revenues to buy new stocks. So what do you do? The
internet offers lots of possibilities. There are numerous auction sites that can help you sell off your
surplus stock. Some of these sites are well established ones and they get many visitors everyday.
However the fees of some of these sites are on the higher side. Of course you have an alternative.
There are niche auction sites that offer their services for free.

You can take the advantage offered by these sites to sell off your bankrupt stock. You are sure to
get a good response here as just like the paid sites here too you will get lots of buyers. Like sellers
even buyers are on the lookout for goods or merchandise of their choice. They prefer to buy it from
here because they get it at a competitive rate unlike elsewhere.

There is another popular term that refers to surplus stock and is known as job lots. It has no
connection with jobs or employment of any sort. It is related to large quantities of merchandise.
There are many people in the market who are interested to make bulk purchases of discounted
items. You can say that they are into job lots. Different types of goods are sold in lots or sets at low
prices. Such goods include toys, entertainment stuff, clothing and furniture etc. So if you have been
thinking of buying such goods then you will gain by purchasing in this way. In case after purchasing
you feel that you donâ€™t require so many items then you can always sell off the excess for a neat profit.
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For more information on a Bankrupt stock, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Job lots!
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